The Blue Ocean Bundle
Buy the coins that are making waves in crypto

What’s the Blue Ocean Bundle?
The Blue Ocean Bundle is your chance to build a growth portfolio, with an exclusive collection of three new
blockchain cryptos, and the high-potential Dacxi Coin – the native coin of the Dacxi economy. These three
cryptos are emerging as major global assets, and they’re poised to disrupt and dominate the industry.

Here’s a breakdown of the Blue Ocean Bundle:

30% - Polkadot

30% - Chainlink

20% - Stellar

20% - Dacxi Coin

the world leader in
the technology that links
blockchains together.

leader in the tech that links
outside feeds of information
and value into blockchains.

innovator of financial system
blockchains, allowing for
instant value transfer globally.

pioneer of the global Crypto
Wealth sector, and global
innovation funding.

PLUS a special limited-time bonus of 10% more Dacxi Coins.

Why is it called the ‘Blue Ocean’ Bundle?
In the business world, the term ‘Blue Ocean’ describes a new market with little competition, and huge
innovation potential. And that’s what these coins represent. They’re highly liquid assets, with strong underlying
use cases; providing the invaluable crypto-infrastructure needed to build the upcoming ‘Token Revolution’.

What’s the Dacxi Coin?
The Dacxi Coin is the official currency of the Dacxi economy. It’s the world’s first Wealth Builder Coin,
designed specifically to accelerate growth. With Dacxi set to launch at least 50 national Crypto Wealth
Platforms in 2021-2022, the Dacxi Coin has significantly more growth potential than the big Blue Chips.
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Why buy a bundle?
In 2018, Dacxi pioneered the world’s first crypto portfolio programme. Our suite of easy-to-buy Bundle
products gives everyday people a simple way to instantly build a high-performing, low-risk portfolio of crypto
assets. One of our flagship bundle programmes, the Blue Chip Bundle, has delivered better results than
any other low-risk portfolio product on the market. After the Blue Chip Bundle’s success, we’re thrilled to
introduce the Blue Ocean Bundle to our line-up.
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How do you buy the Blue Ocean Bundle?
The Blue Ocean Bundle is only available for purchase
on the Dacxi platform. Just set a desired amount, and
our system will automatically buy your coins based on
our fixed proven ratio. You can sell any of your Bundle
coins individually any time you like – giving you total
control over your purchase.
A+ security
Dacxi’s digital assets are stored
securely ofﬂine, and we’re proud to
have a world-class A+
security rating.

UNLOCK

Dacxi Learn
Crypto is the world’s most exciting asset class.
But it’s also one of the newest, which can make it
feel like uncharted – and risky – territory.

Your security is our priority

Dacxi Learn is a world-first crypto education
programme. It’s designed to demystify the world

Once purchased, your Blue Ocean Bundle assets will

of crypto, and help everyday people build the

be stored in your digital wallet on the Dacxi platform.

confidence they need to successfully build

Dacxi has earned an independent A+ security rating;

their wealth.

the highest rating possible. So you can rest assured that
your crypto will be safe and sound with Dacxi.

Easy to Buy and Sell

Talk to somebody today!
dacxi.com
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